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FINAL WRITTEN REPORT 

Description of project and objectives 
A streamer corona electrical discharge is commonly realized in many practical devices and technologies dealing with 

high-voltage electricity. In some cases, such a discharge is intentionally generated for surfaces/materials processing, plasma 

medicine, creation of electronic devices, and more. In many other cases, the corona discharge appears as a parasitic 

phenomenon, leading to malfunctions and failures. Knowledge on the streamer corona discharge pattern and dynamics is 

urgently required for development of proper control procedures. Recent studies show that surface electric charge deposited 

by the high-voltage pulse discharge greatly affects the discharge parameters and morphology. In addition, a similar behavior 

was found for a volumetric single-pin discharge. This type of discharge produces volumetric electric charge waves concomitant 

with a redistribution of the electric field that significantly influences the discharge pattern. 

In general, an understanding of the effects of space charge on the discharge characteristics is important for the study 

of low-temperature plasmas. However, it has been largely under-explored due to the unavailability of a proper measurement 

tool. This work in particular includes the visualization of the discharge morphology with a nanosecond resolution by means of 

an advanced ISSD Andor iStar camera. The major objective of this work is to correspond the acquired images to the electric 

field morphology and the pulse high-voltage generator waveform. The targeting of this goal is completely within the scope of 

the ND Energy activity.  

Research tasks consisted of experimental efforts, numerical simulations, and data analysis, including: 

- streamer corona discharge imaging with a high temporal resolution, down to 10ns 

- characterization and reduction of jitter in streamer formation 

Findings and results 
The experimental setup for this research consisted of an ISSD Andor iStar camera with a UV Nikor lens, Berkeley 

Nucleonics 625 DDG, LeCroy WaveJet 354 Oscilloscope, TREK 20/20C-HS high voltage amplifier, a 10kV ignitor, and a high-
voltage ignitor. Other equipment includes a voltage probe and two electric field probes. The camera was set to capture an 
image of the corona discharge upon a trigger pulse from the DDG, and relevant probe information, as well as the camera 
monitor, would be displayed on the oscilloscope screen (Figure 1). 
 

 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the experimental setup 

 

  



 

Image analysis shows the corona to have two different overarching shapes. The first, which appears in conjunction 

with the positive slope of the streamer waveform, takes on the form of many small streamers radiating from the pin (Figure 3). 

These streamers reach further out as the voltage increases, and do not form a filament upon contacting a grounded wire 

(Figure 4). The second shape appears in conjunction with the negative slope of the streamer waveform, forming a ‘cloud’ 

around the pin (Figure 5). Like with the other corona shape, its radius increases as the voltage increases, but unlike the other, it 

may form a bright filament if it contacts a grounded wire (Figure 6). Finer aspects of the corona shapes appear to be affected 

by the shape of the pin and general atmospheric irregularities. 

             
Fig. 2. Ref image; pin centered with probe above.         Fig. 3. Streamers form with positive slope.             Fig. 4. Attraction to probe, but no filament forms. 

       
     Fig. 5. Cloud forms with negative slope.               Fig. 6. Filament created upon interaction w/ probe. 

 

 

 
Fig. 7. Example of a measured waveform. Images were taken primarily around the central positive peak. 

 

A large part of the work was to find the jitter in the streamer corona discharge and make changes to the system to 

reduce it. With initial tests, we found that the jitter was much higher than we would like: roughly ± 48.5 ns (Figure 8). This 

means that estimates on where parts of the waveform might appear could be nearly 100 nanoseconds off, ten times the 

desired temporal resolution of 10ns. In order to both reduce jitter and improve the shape of the corona discharge, we changed 

the discharge pin to a stainless steel ball with a pointed copper tip. This change reduced the jitter by nearly 50 percent, with 

the standard deviation in streamer corona discharge times diminished to ± 26.6 ns (Figure 9).  

 



 

Figure 8. Time distribution of the dielectric breakdown of air, wire pin 

 

 

Figure 9. Time distribution of the dielectric breakdown of air, ball-and-point pin 

 

Conclusion: the project objectives were 100% achieved, including the ones indicated below. 

1. Measurements were taken of actual spark gap trigger time depending on test conditions with a time resolution not worse 

than 10ns. The data was processed to evaluate the jitter value. 

2. The streamer corona electrical discharge pattern was acquired using a high-speed ISSD Andor iStar camera calibrated to fire 

in conjunction with an alternating-current spark ignitor. The data was processed to recognize any common and variable 

features, including corona shape and size. 

 


